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zCover announces the Ruggedized Healthcare Grade Silicone Case for the
Intermec CN50 mobile computer numeric keypad version
RICHMOND, BC, CANADA – Jan 26, 2010

zCover is now shipping the CN50 Ruggedized Healthcare Grade Silicone Case for the Intermec
CN50 mobile computer. The Ruggedized Silicone Case offers better protection and keeps the CN50
secure, guarding it from damage due to impact, dirt, dust and demanding environments. It provides
hands-free, portability and is designed for use in industrial settings, fleet or fieldwork and healthcare
facilities.
The CN50 silicone case has a comfort grip, form-fitting,
contour design with reinforced silicone edges and fits
Intermec CN50 mobile computer Numeric keypad
version. It features an ultra-thin, transparent navigation
panel and keypad protector that accommodates numeric
keypad configurations and protects buttons from germs
and wet weather conditions.
The side buttons are covered with a soft-touch layer of
silicone and are comfortable to use. The functional case
design also includes open, accessible scanner, stylus, Camera lens opening and openings for the
microphone, headphone, hand strap and LEDs.
zCover’s silicone cases are proven to reduce bacteria on shared handhelds used by health care staff
in hospitals and clinics. Recent studies have shown that a high percentage of handhelds used by
health care workers in hospitals are contaminated by a number of dangerous bacteria and pathogens.
zCover silicone cases protect shared handhelds and can be hand washed with soap, detergent, or
disinfected by using germicidal wipes, alcohol, microwave and autoclave.
The CN50 Ruggedized Healthcare Grade Silicone Case includes a belt clip pack. It comes with a
removable, rotating Universal Belt Clip, so the Intermec CN50 can be worn in a convenient, upright
direction while attached to belt. The Belt Clip has high clamping power and a hook on the bottom that
prevents it from being pulled off the belt loop accidentally, ensuring the CN50 stays securely
attached.
The Belt Clip Pack is also compatible with zCover’s Adjustable Shoulder Strap, offering another
convenient way to carry and wear the CN50 hands-free, perfect for healthcare and other
professionals who wear uniforms that do not have a belt. The Shoulder Strap is fully adjustable so
one-size fits all and it features a small, strong clip that attaches to clothing, keeping device secure,
close to the body and preventing it from swinging into objects.
Ruggedized Healthcare Grade Silicone Case for the Intermec CN50 mobile computer comes with two
Series:

CN50AH is classic mono-color style, which is made from transparent silicone; CN50AH has seven
colors to meet your requirement. SRP@$49.99USD.
CN50BH is due-tone style, which has no transparent silicone body and integrated ice clear
transparent keypad; CN50BH comes with Black, Grey, White and Pink body color you can choice.
SRP@$59.99USD.
zCover Ruggedized Silicone Case products, Shoulder Strap and additional accessories can be
purchased online at www.zcover.com.
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